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On July 4th, 2012 musician Frank Ocean posted an open letter on his tumblr explaining he 
once fell in love with another man. The announcement was notable for several reasons. 
Ocean an up and coming artist, known for his work with the LA-based hip hop collective, 
Odd Future, acknowledged his same sex attraction in an industry/genre popularly 
regarded as homophobic and misogynist. Moreover, Ocean made this announcement one 
week before the debut of his studio album, Channel Orange.. The impact of Ocean’s 
announcement on album sales in addition the artist’s overall popularity was proposed to 
be a litmus test of the current state of homophobia in hip hop as well as larger society. 
Therefore, the ensuing commentary on his identity and its symbolic meaning is the focus 
of this thesis. As such, I examine how Black gay, bisexual and “same sex attracted” men 
construct their identity and how Ocean’s announcement was interwoven in this discursive 
practice online. At the intersection of race, sexuality and gender performance in online 
speech communities, lays a complicated conversation that has contributed to the how 
Black gay/bisexual men navigate the politics of masculinity in Black and in gay cultures. 
In this work, I analyze online discussion concerning Ocean as it relates to Black male 
queer identities to further explore representations of selves, prevalent stereotypes and 
implications for social advocacy, self efficacy and health outcomes. Finally this project 
interrogates whether Ocean’s eschewing the label of “gay” and donning others, such as 
“same sex” love, in his announcement elucidates progress in larger society by 
recognizing Black gay/bisexual males, especially in hip hop?
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CHAPTER ONE: “RAP” AND BLACK ARE “SO MASCULINE”

“He's a singer. It's acceptable in the singing world, but in the rap world I don't 
know if it will ever be acceptable because rap is so masculine.” -  Snoop Lion

Snoop Lion, also known as Snoop Dogg, is a hip hop artist who ushered in the 

transformation of record labeling from “Black Singles” to Hip Hop/ R&B and eventually 

the purposefully ambiguous “Urban Contemporary” Billboard musical categories to track 

sales and assume popularity. Along with Dr. Dre, industry executives utilized artists like 

Snoop to cross-market hip hop to mass audiences, particularly those beyond the borders 

of Black communities. Videos like “Nothin’ but a G Thang” streamed meticulously 

edited clips performing presumed ethnographic experiences to nonBlack audiences via 

cable television such as MTV and BET (cf., Chamas, 2011). Images in these videos by 

these artists purported “authentic” clips of Black life. These clips’ autheticity continue to 

be contested as they are edited and audited via an encoding, decoding loop that Stuart 

Hall identified as reifying identity stereotypes taken to be “naturally given” (Hall, 1993, 

p. 95). Nonetheless, hip hop remains a trope for Blackness and Black masculinities, in 

particular. While the culture of hip hop has long included diverse musicians, such as 

singers and more, those dubbed as hip hop were expected continue “normative” Black 

representations. Thus it is possible to have hip hop soul singers such as Nate Dogg from
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the Doggpound and Devin the Dude who spent 15 years on Houston’s Rap-a-lot Records. 

It is within this context that we review Frank Ocean.

Ocean is a singing artist who had an affiliation with the LA-based hip hop 

collective Odd Future. This crew was considered the hope and future of hip hop prior to 

its more recent overtake with artists such as Kendrick Lamar and Drake. Odd Future 

brought wildly fresh innovations to a genre that was seemingly starting to stagnate. Frank 

Ocean’s breakout solo album was expected to be successful as were his art mates’ Tyler 

the Creator and Earl Sweatshirt. However, Ocean’s album popularity expectations 

stumbled when he stole Anderson Cooper’s thunder by coming out, or at least releasing a 

statement about his “same sex attraction” a week before his album debuted. Herein lies 

the conundrum that Snoop Lion/ Snoop Dogg outlined in the opening quote, “[Ocean is] 

a singer. It's acceptable in the singing world, but in the rap world I don't know if it will 

ever be acceptable because rap is so masculine” (Bassett, 2013). To many rappers and 

rap aficionados ranging from queer artists like Deep Dick Collective (or recent breakouts 

like Cake da Killa) to queer authors/ art critics Joel Tan, all that masculinity can be quite 

hot (Tan, 2005).

Understanding tropes of Blackness, masculinity and sexual attraction in popular 

culture presents an intervention for public thought on these topics. Indeed as Stuart Hall 

observed,

Popular culture is where we discover and play with the identifications of
ourselves, where we are imagined, where we are represented, not only to
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the audiences out there who do not get the message, but to ourselves for 
the first time.... [TJhough the terrain of the popular looks as if it is 
constructed with single binaries, it is not” (Hall 1996, p. 474).

As hip hop scholar D-E Fischer further expresses, Hall references Freud, reminding “us

that sex and representation (including race) take place in our minds, and [Hall] warns

against conceptualizing popular culture as being constructed with single binaries” as did

Fanon (Fischer 2011, p. 102). If popular culture is where we meet ourselves, where we

learn our (mis)representation and discover our possibilities, then surely Ocean’s impact is

worth analysis. Further, Morgan and Fischer posit, “Because referents in Hiphop are

often unspoken, what might seem to be a simple narrative of one’s experience in life is

usually a commentary on shared knowledge of how social structures impact individual

lives in similar ways and create collective identities among those affected” (2008, p.

518). Apparently Frank Ocean’s artistic contributions resonated enough with audiences to

situate him as popular despite the conundrum he presented. Ocean and his album were

nominated for six Grammy categories and he won two, including best “Urban

Contemporary” in 2013. Many within hip hop circles wondered if his urban

contemporary designation was a slight, arguing he should have won more Grammys

related to hip hop. Others argued that he was awarded and rewarded in accordance with

his contribution. One thing is clear: coming out (or not) did not overtly impede his

success, though I explore the aftermath of Ocean’s Channel Orange in the next chapter.

Prior to delving into Ocean’s story, I reveal my own, as Fischer recommends

augmenting discourse analysis with autoethnographic reflection as a method for
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explicating meaning in hip hop. She defines autoethnography as taking the

tradition of ‘autobiography as activism’ a step further as a 
methodological consideration by including not only personal 
reflection and acknowledgement of how one’s body and critical 
memory impacts field encounters and research agendas, but also it 
allows for the inclusion of community-based, co-constructed 
descriptions and analysis concerning shared experiences from a 
range of people who undergo similar identifications as well as life 
trajectories.... autoethnography is simultaneously reflexive and 
dialogic, and therefore buttresses a ‘meta-ethnographic’ agenda 
through the narration and analysis of multiple stories (2012, p. 89).

And she clarifies that “autoethnographic practice is not solely about self; this 

method serves to clarify connections among collectives” (Fischer 2012, p. 89). 

Indeed, telling my story, like Frank Ocean, complicates and thus corrects modem 

misunderstandings of tropes such as rap or hip hop and Black as “so masculine.”

When I was growing up there wasn’t any (high profile) out Black 

gay/bisexual men. When I came out to friends at age nineteen, there wasn’t a 

contemporary reference for me to model let alone look up to. I don’t have any 

brothers. I had limited contact with my uncles growing up (most of whom are 

now dead). My father was never around (always at “work”). Admittedly I think I 

got into critical masculinity studies because (to a certain extent) men are foreign 

creatures to me. That scene in commercials where the (White) father is playing 

catch with his son in the front yard; that wasn’t really my experience growing up. 

My first real experience with “manhood” was actually in first grade English
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class. You see: I have small hands. When you’re a boy, small hands mean you 

have “really nice handwriting for a boy.” When you’re a Black boy, small hands 

mean social suicide.

My script was perfect—I even did calligraphy for a while, but I couldn’t 

palm a basketball. I aced art every year, but I couldn’t throw a football 

(properly). It didn’t really bother me, but it seemed to freak out everyone else. 

The girls in my class were upset my handwriting was “prettier” than theirs 

(already encroaching on female territory at six) and other boys didn’t know what 

to do with me because I didn’t know the cues of being a stereotypical boy. In 

junior high I would excel at sports that didn’t require big hands: tennis, track and 

wrestling. But the gold standards in boyhood are team sports, so I eventually 

took to my creative side (which was championed more by teachers and adults in 

general). In seventh grade I would begin my “career” in journalism working for 

the school paper.

In high school I was more asexual than anything. The “gay” boys were all 

flamboyant and that wasn’t me. Besides, in the Black community, nerd trumps 

fag in the put-down department so they focused on my intelligence. No one 

really cared what I was doing with my penis. I was now editor-in-chief of the 

high school paper and we were the best in New York state-wide competitions
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two years in a row. I was one of the most powerful non-athletes in my grade.

You don’t mess with the press.

Freshmen year of college (in Pennsylvania) several women tried to have 

sex with me, but I’m proud to say I still have my gold star. I liked women, but 

not in the same way I liked other men. I lost my virginity at twenty-one when I 

returned to New York which started another “crisis” of masculinity (what does 

this whole top/bottom thing mean anyway7)\ I was socialized by women; women 

make sense to me. That probably explains why I don’t have a lot of gay male 

friends. Gay men are still men and they confuse me. At least straight boys care 

about girls—and I know stuff about them.

Finishing undergrad in NY was fun. I was dressing differently, carrying 

myself differently, but didn’t self-identify as masculine. During that time I would 

joke 60% of my masculinity was being Black, 30% my voice and the rest other 

traits. It wasn’t until people discovered my choice in music that people would 

suspect I was gay. It wasn’t until a particular psychology teacher introduced me 

to the BEM Sex Role Inventory in 2004 that I started to make sense of it all. 

Psychologist Sandra Lipsitz Bern theorized masculinity and femininity weren’t 

in opposition to one another, but that every human has the capacity for both traits 

based on cultural expectations. Today, I still score high on both traits (which 

makes me androgynous).
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In my master’s cohort one could argue I was the most masculine of the 

bunch. I was the only male who wasn’t officially out to his family. One day the 

“when did you come out” conversation happened and the other four guys had 

silly stories of getting caught messing around at thirteen and such. I didn’t have 

much to contribute to the conversation. Today, I’ve embraced the fact many 

people read me as masculine (it makes dating more interesting to say the least). 

But if you asked me, I’ll tell you the truth: I prefer Mandy Moore over Jay-Z any 

day.1

Everyone goes through this period of development regarding their gender 

expression, identity and sexual behavior. As I reflect on my experience, I wonder 

if having high profile “out” Black gay/bisexual men today contribute to better 

mental health outcomes and a more connected sense of community (cf., 

Melendez and Tolman, 2006). Therefore, this study begins to examine those 

questions. I explore media representations as they relate to identity and self 

efficacy.

1 Interestingly, Jay Z ‘chose’ Frank Ocean, as they shared credit for Ocean’s second 
Grammy in 2013.
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CHAPTER TWO: IS OCEAN OUT?

When Frank Ocean posted his “open letter” on his social media outlet of tumblr 

explaining that he once fell in love with another man, it drew immediate attention.

» thank you’s

► ♦ « •Styles »  m . M . =  =  Spac i g  ▼ Listsr, > i * > ^ r , >.. ,,..>,...■,...  -nr-*
Wh o e v e r  v ou a r e , w h e r e v e r  vqu  a r e . . i ' m s t a r t i n g  w e ' re a l o t  a l i k e , hu ma n  b e i n g s  s p i n n i n g  on

BLACKNESS.  ALL  WANT IMG TO BE SEEN,  TOUCHED, HEARD, PAID ATTENTION TO. MY LOVED ONES ARE EVERYTHING TO ME 

HERE.  IN THE LAST YEAR OR 3 I*VE SCREAMED AT «v CREATOR.  SCREAMED AT CLOUDS IN THE SKY.  FOR SOME 

EXPLANATION.  MERCY MAYBE.  FOR PEACE OF MIND TO RAIN L IKE  MANNA SOMEHOW. H SUMMERS AGO, I MET SOMEBODY. I 

WAS 19 YEARS OLD. HE WAS TOO. WE SPENT THAT SUMMER. AND THE SUMMER AFTER,  TOGETHER.  EVERYDAY ALMOST.  AND 

ON THE DAYS WE WERE TOGETHER.  TIME WOULD GLIDE .  MOST OF THE DAY I*D SEE HIM.  AND HIS SMILE .  I ' D  HEAR HIS 

CONVERSATION AND HIS S I L E N C E . . UNT I L  IT WAS TIME TO SLEEP .  SLEEP I WOULD OFTEN SHARE WITH HIM. BY THE 

TIME I REAL IZED I WAS IN LOVE,  IT WAS MALIGNANT.  IT WAS HOPELESS.  THERE WAS NO ESCAPING.  NO NEGOTIATING 

WITH THE FE EL I NG .  NO CHOICE.  IT WAS MY F IRST  LOVE.  IT CHANGED MY L I F E .  BACK THEN. MY MIND WOULD WANDER

TO THE WOMEN I HAD BEEN WITH.  THE ONES I CARED FOR AND THOUGHT I WAS IN LOVE WITH.  I REMINISCED ABOUT

THE SENTIMENTAL SONGS I ENJOYED WHEN I WAS A TEENAGER. . THE ONES I PLAYED WHEN I EXPERIENCED A GIRLFRIEND 

FOR THE F IRST TIME.  I REAL IZED THEY WERE WRITTEN IN A LANGUAGE I DID NOT YET SPEAK.  I REAL IZED TOO MUCH. 

TOO QUICKLY.  IMAGINE BEIN6 THROWN FROM A PLANE.  I WASN'T IN A PLANE THOUGH. I WAS IN A NISSAN MAXIMA.

THE SAME CAR I PACKED UP WITH BAGS AND DROVE TO LOS ANGELES IN.  I SAT THERE AND TOLD MY FRIEND HOW I

FELT .  I WEPT AS THE WORDS LEFT  MY MOUTH. I GRIEVED FOR THEM. KNOWING I COULD NEVER TAKE THEM BACK FOR 

MYSELF .  HE PATTED MY BACK. HE SAID KIND THINGS.  HE DID HIS BEST,  BUT HE WOULDN'T ADMIT THE SAME. HE HAD

TO GO BACK INSIDE SOON. IT WAS LATE AND HIS G IRLFR IEND WAS WAITING FOR HIM UPSTAIRS .  HE WOULDN'T TELL  ME

THE TRUTH ABOUT HIS FEELINGS FOR ME FOR ANOTHER 3 YEARS.  I FELT  L IKE  I ' D  ONLY IMAGINED RECIPROCITY  FOR 

YEARS.  NOW IMAGINE BEING THROWN FROM A C L I F F .  NO, I WASN'T ON A C L I F F ,  I WAS S T I L L  IN MY CAR TELL ING 

MYSELF IT WAS GONNA BE FINE AND TO TAKE DEEP BREATHS.  I TOOK THE BREATHS AND CARRIED ON. I KEPT UP A 

PECULIAR FRIENDSHIP  WITH HIM BECAUSE I COULDN'T IMAGINE KEEPING UP MY L I FE  WITHOUT HIM.  I STRUGGLED TO 

MASTER MYSELF AND MY EMOTIONS.  I WASN'T ALWAYS SUCCESSFUL.

THE DANCE WENT ON. .  I KEPT THE RHYTHM FOR SEVERAL SUMMERS AFTER.  XT*S WINTER NOW. I ' M TYPING THIS ON A 

PLANE BACK TO LOS ANGELES FROM NEW ORLEANS.  I FLEW HOME FOR ANOTHER MARRED CHRISTMAS.  I HAVE A 

WINDOWSEAT. I T ' S  DECEMBER 27,  2011.  BY NOW I ' V E  WRITTEN TWO ALBUMS,  THIS BEING THE SECOND. I WROTE TO 

KEEP MYSELF BUSY AND SANE. I WANTED TO CREATE WORLDS THAT WERE ROSIER THAN MINE.  I TRIED TO CHANNEL

OVERWHELMING EMOTIONS.  I*M SURPRISED AT HOW FAR AL L  OF IT HAS TAKEN ME. BEFORE WRITING THIS I ' D  TOLD

SOME PEOPLE MY STORY.  I ' M  SURE THESE PEOPLE KEPT ME A L I VE .  KEPT ME SA FE . .  S INCERELY .  THESE ARE THE FOLKS 

I WANNA THANK FROM THE FLOOR OF MY HEART.  EVERYONE OF YOU KNOWS WHO YOU AR E . .  GREAT HUMANS, PROBABLY 

ANGELS.  I DON’ T KNOW WHAT HAPPENS NOW. AND THAT ' S A L R I T E .  I DON'T HAVE ANY SECRETS I NEED KEPT ANYMORE.

THERE 'S  PROBABLY SOME SMALL SHIT S T I L L ,  BUT YOU KNOW WHAT I MEAN. I WAS NEVER ALONE,  AS MUCH AS I FELT

L IKE  I T . .  AS MUCH AS I S T I L L  DO SOMETIMES.  I NEVER WAS. I DON'T THINK I EVER COULD BE. THANKS.  TO MY 

F IRST LOVE,  I ' M  GRATEFUL FOR YOU. GRATEFUL THAT EVEN THOUGH IT WASN'T WHAT I HOPED FOR AND EVEN THOUGH 

IT WAS NEVER ENOUGH, IT WAS. SOME THINGS NEVER A RE . .  AND WE WERE. I WON'T FORGET YOU. I WON'T FORGET THE

SUMMER. I ' L L  REMEMBER WHO I WAS WHEN I MET YOU. I *LL  REMEMBER WHO YOU WERE AND HOW WE'VE BOTH CHANGED

AND STAYED THE SAME. I ' V E  NEVER HAD MORE RESPECT FOR L I F E  AND L IVING THAN I HAVE RIGHT NOW. MAYBE IT 

TAKES A NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCE TO FEEL  A L I VE .  THANKS. TO MY MOTHER. YOU RAISED ME STRONG. I KNOW I ' M  ONLY 

BRAVE BECAUSE YOU WERE F I R S T . .  SO THANK YOU. ALL  OF YOU. FOR EVERYTHING GOOD. I FEEL  L IKE  A FREE MAN. IF 

I L ISTEN C LO SE L Y . .  I CAN HEAR THE SKV FALL ING TOO.

- FRANK

Figure 1

Some cultural critics mocked that his ambiguous note outshined Anderson Cooper who 

also came out two days earlier. Why would an up-and-coming hiphop/ soul artist from a 

somewhat ‘underground’ adolescent LA crew seem more significant than a widely
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distributed and long time news network anchor? Three signifiers come to mind: Black, 

male, hip hop. It is possible that Cooper, while not accepted by masses of his viewers, 

was more acceptable in public imagination, given that press has painted hip hop as 

uniformly homophobic.

Though, Channel Orange, Ocean’s debut studio album was set to be released a 

week later. His announcement’s impact on album sales was situated as a litmus test of the 

current state of homophobia in hip hop. Ocean, and hip hop in general, drew attention 

from diverse and unusual media outlets, ranging from Huffington Post to the Advocate. 

The ensuing commentary on his identity and its symbolic meaning is the focus of this 

thesis. This project examines how Black gay /bisexual men construct their identity and 

how Ocean’s announcement added to this work. At the intersection of race, gender 

performance and sexuality lays a complicated conversation that has contributed to the 

how Black gay/bisexual men navigate the politics of masculinity in the Black community 

and in gay culture. This research analyzes narratives surrounding Frank Ocean and it 

examines the prevalent stereotypes concerning music genres, Blackness and queemess as 

well as their histories and implications for social advocacy and self-efficacy.

I collected content from an online speech community that was created for and 

marketed towards Black queer males. This online discussion space has welcomed all, 

with a special focus on Black and Latino queer people. It has over 500,000 members 

throughout the world. The site features member profiles, forums, entertainment (cartoons, 

pornography and more) as well as health information (mainly surrounding HIV/AIDS).
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The majority of the membership is gay/bisexual cisgender Black/Latino men in the 

United States. However, similar to Myspace and Facebook anyone can join the site 

regardless of race/ethnicity, sexual orientation and/or other identities. It is also free to use 

most of the services on the site. Members create profiles where they can upload pictures 

and answer demographic questions that can be viewed by other members. Categories 

include age, location, height and HIV status just to name a few. This site, which I assign 

the pseudonym Sizzle, is one of the largest and most popular websites associated with 

Black and Latino gay community members.

Marcyliena Morgan posits that online speech communities are of great analytic

interest when discovering discourse concerning identity (2014). Likewise, Teun Van Dijk

agrees that analyzing discourse reveals user attitudes about ideology as well as identity.

Teun van Dijk (1995:27) comments on this phenomenon:

Underlying ideologies also control communicative contexts, and hence the self
definition and impression management of speakers, who will generally try to make 
a good impression or avoid a bad impression...This is particularly clear in the 
strategic use of disclaimers. Examples of such semantic strategies in our own 
research on the reproduction of racism in discourse of such semantic strategies are 
well-known and comprise such classical moves as the disclaimers of the apparent 
denial (“I have nothing against Blacks, b u t...”, “Refugees will always be able to 
count on our hospitality, b u t...”), the apparent concession (“There are of course a 
few small racist groups in the Netherlands, but on the whole ...”) or blame transfer 
(“I have no problem with minorities in the shop, but my customers ...”).

In my work, I analyzed text for the purpose of understanding attitudes about the nexus of

sexual attraction and racialized, gendered identities.

Sizzle’s forum has a dedicated music section, so it makes sense that Ocean’s 

album would be covered like many of the other high profile hip hop releases that year.
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However, as album reviews and critics began to discuss his sexuality as a central 

component the album’s content, it created space for members to talk about Ocean’s larger 

place and role in society as well as the musicality of Channel Orange.

Using the search function in the forum section, I used the keyword “Frank Ocean” 

to collect threads related to the artist. I organized the text I collected based on themes and 

content. I analyzed comments based on their approximation to the topic of this thesis: the 

sexual meaning of Ocean’s announcement and its relationship to community building. 

Analyzing these conversations or threads about Frank Ocean reflect Marcyliena 

Morgan’s notion of speech community that includes “not only languages and language 

boundaries, but also values, attitudes and ideologies about language” (2014, p. 9). She 

continues:

Thus, while the concept of the speech community initially focused on 
language systems, relationships and boundaries, it expanded to include the 
notion of social representation and norms in the form of attitudes, values, 
beliefs and practices—and the notion that members work their speech 
communities as social and cultural products (2014, p.9).

At the time of data collection, there were 42 sustentative threads/conversations 

about Frank Ocean (see Appendix). Replies and starting dates varied, but centered on 

three major themes: (1) Frank Ocean’s sexuality, (2) his presumed sexuality and its 

connection to his potential success and (3) implications for Black gay male community 

building. Many of the threads specifically about Ocean centered on his sexual identity. 

The ambiguity of his letter left much to interpretation and many of Sizzzle’s members did
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not know whether to be proud or upset. I analyzed comments based on their 

approximation to the topic of themes. I present samples in their original orthographic 

representations to preserve meaning.

For example, I found the following in one thread entitled “Frank Ocean is not gay or 
bisexual”:

Sample Thread

“All I wanna know is whether [Frank] is a top or bottom. I'm going with 
bottom.” -25-year-old Black male from a Northeastern US metropolis 

Homie 3

I really can't stand faggots and their wild fantasies. Frank is not into dudes, he just 
hasn't found the right woman yet. That letter read more as a confused nigga trying 
to reconcile his emotions rather than coming to grips and accepting them. I've 
been familiar with the Odd Future crew for a while now, and best believe Frank 
loves pussy. Look for a statement real soon where he debunks this faggot bullshit. 
You homos are sick as fuck!

Homie 8

i just read up on frank ocean and all the statements he made ,he did not say he was 
gay or bi ,he said that his first love was a man. im not sure what to make of it but 
he did not say he was confused, and i know lots of bi guys that love puzzy ,whats 
your point??? some bi guys are mainly into women but will fuck a man. if i had to 
comment on his situation or him in general i would have to say he is bi too. but 
just not as attracted to guys as he is to females, that aside why are you so upset 
that people on here are discussing frank ocean?and to come on a gay,bi,trans 
website(saying your "bi-curious" yourself)and calling people faggots and saying 
we are "sick as fuck" what does that make you? you have a profile on here 
too????

Homie 3

I ain't a faggot
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Homie 5

The lil youngin said he had an experience where he spent quality tme with a 
person for two summers and fell in love with the man. when he told the man of 
his feelings he got rejected because the man didn't feel the same way he had 
begun to feel. That is an experience, that is not saying he said he accpets being a 
homosexual. Now that he's got that expericene off his chest he said he has nothing 
else to hide and is free, that does not make you another gay person. In saying he's 
free he nly means if he wanted to take his life that way he has that chioce or the 
choice to be free to be str8. So no matter who broke the story it still does not 
make him out to be the next gay man. hip hop and R&B is still without you sissies 
first gay official!! Thank God for that, you got the military, now you want 
marriage and now you want to ruin the hip hop scene with some blk punk in heels 
and carrying a purse acroos the stage in apnyhose trying to rap about Gucci! NOT

Homie7

So., let me get this straight, we're all the faggots, but YOU'RE the one helllla mad 
over what HE came out and said himself on the topic. You're the one being an 
overly dramatic drama queen.

Honestly I feel that he had an emotional connection with that person (which 
doesn't make him any more gay or straight). It just means that he's a unique kinda 
guy. When you have an emotional connection with a person it exceeds past 
anything physical/sexual...his admiration for the guy could have turned into love 
and it was different for him because he's never felt that way about another guy so 
that stuck with him as his first..

I've been in a situation almost (not quite) like that, but the difference with my 
friend and I was he was straight, he knew I was gay...and he would say that he 
loved me (drunk and sober lol) and I would say "Love ya too man" and he would 
tell me how I don't know how much he loves me...and till this day he still says 
it..LOL He's even attempted to kiss me a couple of times and I told him to get his 
"shit together"

But I never questioned his sexuality I just took it for face value. He loved who I 
was as a person, because I was very understanding, we got along, and I never 
pressured him into anything. We would talk, hangout watch movies, cuddle, talk 
about life and what we wanted from significant others, we literally talked about
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everything!! !He told me how he really felt about me one day and there was an 
emotional connection that went beyond sexual curiosity and it was only because I 
accepted him for who he was as an individual and not as the bi-curious stereotype 
society believed him to be . I just believe that just because a gay/straight guy has a 
deep connection with a straight guy doesn't make them any less gay or straight (it 
just means that were human *BIG SMILE*) and it also shows that you can find 
love in all the "right/wrong" places LOL

Horn ie 12

i really do not care about his declaration of being gay or whatever he is it means 
nothing to me

In this thread, there is an attempt to connect Ocean’s letter to his identity and larger 

community. There isn’t a consensus if his letter affirms that Ocean identifies/ “qualifies” 

as gay. Participants are using their personal experience to conjecture on how the 

information in the letter. This thread reflects community discussion concerning what is 

happening and why it is important to Black/Latino queer/ questioning male identity.

These issues of identity reflect self-esteem, identification and health advocacy outcomes.
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CHAPTER THREE: CONCLUDING REMARKS

Black gay and bisexual men occupy a very unique position in this country. The 

groups and cultures we are part of often give us conflicting messages about what is 

proper/expected of us. Deciding what is appropriate self-representation gets further 

complicated when talking about sexual interaction. Ultimately this management of the 

self is all about retaining masculinity and requires controlling self-representations that 

can be interpreted as less masculine or feminine.

It is important to note that gay/bisexual Black men have access to many cultures 

including Black cultures, gay cultures, jail cultures, youth cultures, urban cultures, hip 

hop cultures and more. Each division has their own prevailing ideas about Black 

masculinity, how it should be presented, and behaviors associated with successful 

(authentic) displays of said masculinity. Even though Ocean never labels himself as gay, 

can his announcement be considered progress in larger society recognizing Black 

gay/bisexual men, especially in hip hop? My answer would be no.

Social justice for Black gay men requires explicit advocacy in the public sphere 

and not ambiguous lyrics without proper follow-up and commentary. In recent years, 

several other Black male celebrities have come out as gay, many from traditionally 

masculine spaces such as sports. They include Michael Sam, Jason Collins and Derrick 

Gordon. Others like Wade Davis, a former football player, have even gone so far as to
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start nonprofits in supports of these efforts. His organization, the You Can Play Project, 

works to eradicate homophobia in professional sports by educating athletes, coaches and 

other stakeholders.

Back in the music sphere, I would argue there are better ambassadors for 

queemess, even if these artists are straight identified. Rhythm &Blues/ hip hop soul 

singer Miguel has been very explicit in his marketing and artistry to allow for a more 

fluid gender presentation (cf., Melendez and Tolman, 2006). By calling on his fans to 

accept everyone for who they are and to be comfortable in their skin, no matter how they 

identify (racially, sexually and so on). As Miguel resolves, “But that’s Frank. Frank is the 

tortured. That’s his thing. That’s not who I am. I may not be dark—as dark—and I may 

not be as poetic, but I’m living my real shit.”
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APPENDIX: DISCUSSION THREADS

Forum
general dis
music
general dis
general dis
general dis
general dis

general dis
general dis
music
general dis
music
general dis
music
general dis
general dis
general dis
music
music
general dis
general dis
general dis
music
music
general dis
general dis
general dis

general dis
music
music
general dis
general dis

general dis

general dis
general dis

general dis
general dis

Title
Hop aboard the Frank Ocean bandwagon 
(New Track) Frank Ocean - Golden Girl ft Tyler 
Im so fucking tired of hearing about Frank Ocean 
who is frank ocean?
Anyone A Frank Ocean Fan? :) iAm!
FRANK OCEAN: Voodoo (Self-Directed Video)

If Frank Ocean had a BGC what would his screename be?
Frank Ocean gay ass lyrics 
Frank Ocean is just confused 
Will Frank Ocean blow up?
FRANK OCEANS COMING OUT LETTER...
FRANK OCEAN SPAZZIN OUT??
Another Frank Ocean Post...
I didn't know Frank Ocean disliked Breezy 
Why are people praising Frank Ocean when 
Frank Ocean has beef with Chris Brown 
Frank Ocean Sucked Cock Just to get 2 the TOP 
FRANK OCEAN IS THAT NEXT R&B BITCH! 

i am in LOVE with thinkin about you by frank ocean!! omg 
FRANK OCEAN'S CHANNEL ORANGE REVIEW...
So Frank Ocean Really Did Come Out....
a different take on the frank ocean situation...
For all the Frank Ocean dick riders 
Would You F*ck Frank Ocean?
What kinda dudes you think Frank Ocean go for?
FRANK OCEAN GOT A BUBBLE ASS AND MUSHROOM HEAD DICK GET IN!! 
I Bet Frank Ocean won't ACTUALLY say he's Gay/Bisexual 

FRANK OCEAN SENDS OUT A MESSAGE TO ALL HIS GAY HATERZ... 
Frank Ocean is not gay or bisexual
So you faggots can support Frank Ocean, but not your fav?
Frank Ocean has more soul than Chris Brown.
The REAL reason behind Frank Ocean's "coming out"
Frank Ocean officially comes out via Tumblr 
target is not here for frank ocean

HOW MANY FUCKING FRANK OCEAN THREADS ITS GON BE
Frank Ocean = the new MLK for gays
Gay dudes are bandwagon-supporters (Frank Ocean)
So, I Revived All 3 Of Frank Ocean's Threads Pre Coming Out.
Would there be "as much hype" around Frank Ocean...?
Frank Ocean should be admired not mocked....

Do you think Frank Ocean will take me on a date?




